
I. General issues
1. Our contracts are based without any exception on 
 the following conditions. With the awarding of the
  order, the contract partner acknowledges our con-
 ditions.
2. We herewith object to contradictory conditions. Con-
 ditions of the contract partner will also not be-
 come part of the contract in case we do not expli-
 citly object to them again. 
3. Our terms and conditions will also be valid for all 
 future business with the contract partner.
4. Our terms and conditions are available for inspec-
 tion at our business premises. At your request we 
 will also send them to you free of charge at any 
 time.
5. In the case of catalogue prices, the old price lists/ 
 catalogues become invalid once a new catalogue 
 has been issued. We explicitly reserve the right to
  price changes.

II. Concluding a contract/ content of the contract
1. A contract is only concluded with the reception of 
 our written order confi rmation or the delivery of the 
 agreed services. However, we are obliged to imme-
 diately notify in writing in case of a possible re-
 jection of the order.
2. Our offers are subject to change.
3. All agreements at the time of contract conclusion 
 have to be written down, others than those written 
 down have not been concluded. This is also true for 
 a change of this clause.
4. We expressively point out the rights which are valid 
 in accordance with the Law on Copyright or other
 legal stipulations for protected software. We claim
 these rights. For programmes acquired from a third 
 party, the same is true accordingly.

III. Prices and payments
1. The prices are a merchandise/ service value ex work
 without discount or other rebates plus loading, pa-
 ckaging, freight and possible insurances as well as
 plus the respective statutory VAT.
2. Payment has to take place free of costs and without
  any deductions at the moment of handing over or
  sending the invoice or any other type of invoicing 
 document.
3. In the case of delayed payment of an invoice all open 
 invoices will be due for payment; furthermore, any 
 granted discounts, bonuses or other extended 
 terms of payment will be cancelled. In addition to
 the legal regulations concerning interest on arre-
 ars, we have the right to lay down a higher interest
 rate on arrears if we are able to prove a higher 
 charge. In case of an exceeding of the period of 
 payment, we have the right to charge contractual 
 interest after due date of 5% p.a. as well as to post-
 pone further deliveries or to refuse them.
4. Payment orders, cheques and bills of exchange are
  only accepted on account of performance while
  charging all discount and collection costs.
5. For orders of a value below EUR 100.00 net we reser-
 ve the right to charge for handling expenses, ho-
 wever not more than EUR 25.00 net.
6. The contract partner must set our claims only off against/ 
 or exert a right of retention for undisputed, acknow-
 ledged and legally established counter-claims.
7. A right of retention can only be claimed if it is based 
 on the same contractual conditions.

IV. Delivery and delay in delivery
1. The prerequisite for the beginning of the delivery 
 period mentioned by us is the clarifi cation of all 
 technical questions. The prerequisite for our fulfi l-
 ment of the delivery obligations is the timely and
  correct fulfi lment of the obligations of the contrac-
 tual partner. 
2. Timely and correct obtaining of the supply ourselves 
 is reserved. 
3. Delivery dates or delivery deadlines, which can be 
 agreed upon in a binding or non-binding way, have 
 to be mentioned in writing. Delivery deadlines start
 with the conclusion of the contract. In case contract 
 changes are subsequently agreed upon, it might 
 also be necessary to agree on a delivery date or a 
 new delivery deadline at the same time.
4. The delivery deadline is kept if the object to be deli-
 vered has left our house until the moment of the
  expiration of the deadline, or if the ready-for-ship-
 ment note has been sent off.
5. Six weeks after exceeding a non-binding delivery
  date or a non-binding delivery deadline, the con-
 tractual partner can ask us in writing to deliver 

 within a reasonable time frame. Only after recei-
 ving this reminder will we be behind schedule. This
  is not true if the above-mentioned additional re-
 spite is unreasonably long. Then the reasonably 
 long additional respite will be valid. 

V. Passing of risk, delivery, inspection, requirement
  to give notice of defects
1. Irrespective of possible assembly obligations, at the
  moment of delivery, the risk passes to those in 
 charge of sending, at the latest however at the mo-
 ment of leaving our house it passes to the custo-
 mer. If the goods are ready for shipment, one week 
 after the reception of the ready-for-shipment note 
 the risk passes to the contractual partner unless the 
 shipment or the acceptance takes place following
 circumstances which the contractual partner is re-
 sponsible for, then the risk passes at the moment of
 sending off a ready-for-shipment note. In all ca-
 ses, we are only obliged to take out insurance if 
 the contractual partners requested this in particu-
 lar in writing in the given scope and at his costs.
2. The contractual partner is obliged to inspect the
 goods for defects – also in the case of resale – and 
 to immediately give written notice of possible
  defects and transport damage. This is also true 
 for repairs.
3. If requested, the customer is obliged to par
 ticipate in setting up an acceptance and functions
  report.

VI. Warranty
1. In the case of sales to enterpriser we are autorized
  to mend at least twice - either by improvement or 
 new delivery after our choice. We ask about the fact,
 that to the simplifi cation of the returns from goods
  a return ticket should be required over our website. 
2. The period of limitation is 12 months.
3. Deviating from what is mentioned here, we exclude 
 warranty for enterprises for the sale of used goods. 
 For consumers, the sale of used goods is done con-
 sidering the wear due to the type of use so far and 
 the optical and technical conditions concerning age 
 and times of use.
4. We would like to expressively point out that under-
 taking improper changes and repairs of the delive-
 ry object without our approval means the end of 
 the warranty for defects of the delivery object. The 
 customer bears the onus of proof of the opposite.

VII. Exclusion of damages, limitation of liability
1. We are only liable in the case of a deliberate act and 
 gross negligence of the company or its assistants or 
 auxiliary persons. 
2. In the case of a violation of important contractual 
 obligations which are based on other reasons than 
 deliberate act or gross negligence, the liability is 
 limited to the predictable and typical damage. The 
 same is true for grossly negligent behaviour of 
 simple assistants (not senior management).
3. If we are subject to a claim of damages from 
  manufacturer’s liability according to § 823 BGB 
 (German Civil Code) (tortious basis for a claim), 
 we limit our liability beyond the stipulations menti-
 oned above to the indemni cation of our third par-
 ty insurer. The limit of indemnity has been taken out 
 typical for the damage, contract, matter. In case the 
 insurance does not pay at all or not completely, 
 our liability will not be effected limited to the 
 height of the insured amount. In case the insurance 
 amount has not been taken out typical for the da-
 mage, contract and/ or matter, we limit our liability 
 in these cases to the damages amount typical for 
 the damage, contract and/ or matter.
4. The above-mentioned stipulations (No. VII) are not 
 valid in case of a violation of essential contractual 
 obligations, in case of legal damages claims becau-
 se of non-performance due to delay or an impossi-
 bility of contract performance which has to be 
 justifi ed by us, or in case of a harm to life, body 
 and health. The liability arising according to the 
 product liability law is not affected.

VIII. Retention of title 
1. In all cases we retain title to the delivery object un-
 til receipt of all payments arising from the accor-
 ding delivery contracts.
2. Additionally, we retain title to the goods 
 delivered until the fulfi lment of all claims,
  also those arising in the future, of the busi-
 ness relationship. The contractual partner is 
 obliged to handle the delivered goods with the due 

 care of a correct merchant.
3. Pledging or assignment as security of the goods sub-
 ject to retention of title is inadmissible in all cases. 
 In case of garnishment or confi scation or other de-
 crees by a third party, we have to be notifi ed im-
 mediately and also receive the documents neces-
 sary to lodge an appeal. 
4. The contractual partner also has the right to pro-
 cess the delivered good in the framework of a pro-
 per business operation and to resell it, as long as he 
 is not in arrears. Already at the moment of con-
 cluding the purchase contract with us, he assigns all 
 claims arising from resale or from any other legal 
 reason against his purchaser to us at the amount on 
 the invoice of the delivered goods subject to re-
 tention of title.
5. In the case of stay of payment, application for or 
 opening of insolvency proceedings as well as 
 cheque or bill of exchange protest, the right of re-
 sale stops as well as the permission for the collec-
 tion of assigned claims. In these cases, the contrac-
 tual partner is obliged to immediately, and without 
 being requested, render account to us concerning 
 the goods subject to retention of title as well as the 
 assigned claims
6. The retention of title will also continue if single 
 claims of a current invoice are included and a ba-
 lance has been struck and it is acknowledged, un-
 less the balance is settled.
7. In case the value of the allowed securities exceeds 
 our claims by more than 20%, we are at our reaso-
 nable discretion insofar obliged to retransfer at the 
 request of the customer as the security limit has 
 been exceeded.
8. We are entitled to take back our goods subject to 
 retention of title after a reminder according to ca-
 ses ruled in No. 5 as well as in cases when the 
 contractual partners is in arrears with a considera-
 ble part of his payment obligations. As in the case 
 of garnishment, this does not mean a revocation 
 of the contract. The contractual partner has an obli-
 gation of restitution.
9. Sums that the contractual partner takes in from as-
 signed claims have to be listed separately until they 
 are wired to us in order to exclude offsetting and/ 
 or counterbalancing with debit bank accounts.
10. The processing or modifi cation of the delivered ob-
 ject by the contractual partner is always carried out 
  for us. If this is processed together with other ob-
 jects not belonging to us, we acquire co-propriety of 
 the new item at the ratio of the value of the de-
 livered object to the other processed items at the 
 moment of processing. Furthermore, for the item 
 developed from processing, the same is valid as 
 for the object delivered with reservations.
11. If the delivered object is inseparably blended with 
 other objects not belonging to us, we acquire co-
 propriety of the new item at the ratio of the value 
 of the delivered object to the other blended items 
 at the moment of blending. Is the blending done in 
 such a way that the object of the contractual part-
 ner is to be considered the main part, it is agreed 
 that the contractual partner transfers co-propriety 
 to us on a pro-rata basis. The contractual partner 
 administrates for us the thus created sole or co-
 propriety. 

IX Applicable law, jurisdiction 
1. All contracts shall be governed by the laws of the 
 Federal Republic of Germany, excluding the Con-
 vention on Contracts for the International Sale of 
 Goods (CISG.)
2. Place of performance for all reciprocal claims ari-
 sing from this contract shall be our place of busi-
 ness.
3. Our place of business shall be place of jurisdiction 
 for all claims from the business relationship, inclu-
 ding action on a cheque or a bill of exchange, in 
 case the contractual partner is a registered trader. 
 However, we are also entitled to take action 
 against the contractual partners at his general 
 place of business.                         
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